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Klaus Moje leans against a bench in front of the quartet of large glass rectangles that
make up his work "The Portland Panels: Choreographed Geometry," a bold and intricate
swath of art that hints at gray skies and wispy clouds and sharply angled bridges but
keeps such intimations at a whisper, barely noticeable and, really, hardly important at all.

"I truly think that this is the last big, big project I will do," says Moje, a legend in the
art-glass world who, at 72, is lean and fit and quietly striking in appearance, with warm
observant eyes and a shock of silver hair and Einstein-bristle moustache that seem as
thick as thieves.

For the month of June, Portland is Glass City, U.S.A., and Moje, a native of Germany
who has lived for the past quarter-century in Australia, is the star of the show: The
Portland Panels are the centerpiece of the Portland Art Museum's new retrospective
exhibition of Moje's pioneering work, a show that includes almost 70 glass works large
and small from roughly the past 30 years.

Moje himself has curated "Succession,"an exhibit at Bullseye Gallery of works by
younger artists affiliated with the Glass Workshop he founded in 1982 at the Canberra
School of Art at the Australian National University.

And the Glass Art Society, an international group of artists, collectors and others
involved in the world of glass, holds "Forming Frontiers," its 38th annual conference, in
Portland June 19-21. At last count about 40 places around town, from blue-chip galleries
to hotel and bank lobbies to the Portland Japanese Garden and the Museum of
Contemporary Craft, will be joining the festivities by featuring work by glass artists.

If the Portland Panels have Moje thinking about cutting back, it's understandable. Their
scale, while not overly large from a painterly point of view, is massive for a work of art
glass. Each panel is 74.5 by 47.5 inches, or about 6 feet by 4 feet.
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	Text2: And they were extraordinarily time-consuming. Moje, who usually works alone, employed a team of artists and technicians from Bullseye Glass in Portland who, among other things, spent 600 hours hand-cutting more than 22,000 strips of sheet glass. He painstakingly mapped out where every piece was to be placed, and in fact, he says, about halfway through the design he "dismissed what I had done and started over" -- it had become too complex. The panels were fired at Bullseye because Moje couldn't find a kiln in Australia that was both large enough to handle the big panels and had temperature control sophisticated enough to discourage the heat fluctuation that causes warping and cracking, constant dangers in the world of art glass.But if he really retreats to his 50 acres on the east Australian coast with its cows and chickens and studios for himself and his ceramist wife, don't expect any of the 25 pieces or so he makes a year to be any less adventurous than what he's done before.A painter in glassAs the museum retrospective attests, while Moje has remained true to his vision of a rigorous and painterly abstract geometry, his work has gained a fluidity and freedom as he's gained mastery over his technique. "Glass is a very unforgiving material," he says. "It is not one of those materials that you can mold in your hands. Success is very much dependent on established skill."Unlike the undulating, shiny free forms of blown glass popularized by Dale Chihuly and the Pilchuck School in Washington state, Moje's art is made of cold glass, pieced together and fused and sometimes shaped in molds. It's a rigorous, more analytical and sculptural process, one that thinks of glass less as a liquid than as a solid, and some of the skills it requires are similar to those a master of inlaid wood veneers might employ: exquisite joinery that makes a vivid whole of many unlike things.Moje, whose father was a well-known glass-cutter in Hamburg, had to reinvent processes that had been known in the early days of glassmaking and somehow lost along the way. You can see the progression of his skills in the layout of the museum's exhibit, which curator Bruce Guenther has arranged mostly chronologically: The later pieces are looser, freer, more comfortable with the techniques of glass-shaping. And part of that has to do with technical breakthroughs by Bullseye, the Portland glassmaker that has become one of the world's most prominent suppliers of art glass, working closely with artists and art centers such as Canberra's Glass Workshop. "After Moje started using Bullseye glass he never looked back," British glass expert Dan Klein writes in the museum's catalog.Guenther, the Portland museum's chief curator, points out the essentially painterly aspect of Moje's work and its connection to such movements as the Bauhaus school, Russian Constructivism and the Op Art movement of the 1960s: Some of the close geometric patterns in this show are reminiscent of Op Art painter Bridget Riley and her dizzying repetitions. The show has its bowl and vase and plate shapes, but they aren't really bowls and vases and plates -- they are historical nods to those classic utilitarian shapes. Plates, for instance, might be cut through the middle and reattached off-center. In later years Moje has gravitated to almost two-dimensional, flat panels that from a distance look like paintings: only up close do you appreciate the qualities of glass that make them different from oils or acrylics.And always, there is color -- bold, sophisticated combinations that pop and yet don't pop: After finishing a piece, Moje grinds its surface to take away the bright shine that many glassmakers seek. "I want to look into the piece," he says. "And the shine doesn't allow that." Unlike most artists, he also encourages people to feel the surfaces of his works to appreciate their texture. 
	Text3: The next generation"Succession" at Bullseye Gallery -- created by artists who studied with Moje or his successors at Canberra's Glass Workshop -- is in general the work of a more minimalist generation, concerned with basic shapes and pushing glass technique to its limits. It's more sculptural, and when it deals with color it seems less concerned with Moje's rainbow appreciation than with the concentrated essence of a narrow palette. It's a cooler art, and it may well also be responding more directly than Moje's more formalist pieces to the Australian horizon.Claudia Borella's several pieces, for instance, echo Moje's Op Art concentrics, but their rippling circles are sleeker, with the sharp metallic edge of compact discs. She and the other five artists represented here seem concerned in a fundamentally different way with the properties of glass: Richard Whitney's crisp sculptural pieces betray none of Moje's preoccupation with joinery; they are more Brancusi than Chihuly.Bullseye is also featuring works by several artists who will be lecturing or demonstrating at the Glass Art Society conference, and they vary widely, from Richard Marquis' funky, bright Russian Easter eggs (far more cartoonish than the classic Faberge versions), to the severe beauty of Cobi Cockburn's ethereal, fragile-looking canoe shapes and bark peelings, to Steve Klein's elegant "Balance 84," an assembly of sleek spheres balanced on a gently curved plank sitting on a striated cylinder.Left brain/right brainWith its rigorous insistence on a high level of technical skill in the making of art (a notion also central to the Bauhaus and late-19th-century Arts & Crafts movements) Moje's work goes a long way toward reconciling C.P. Snow's famous (or infamous) separation of science and art into alien enterprises: "You need both sides of your brain," Moje insists. And he demolishes another widely held division of the universe, the one that separates art and craft: Like the glass itself, in Moje's work the two are fused.His Portland Panels, which were created specifically for the Portland Art Museum retrospective (Guenther asked him to create a work that would dominate a long wall), are pieces that need to be seen in person to appreciate: Photographs don't give an accurate sense of their scale or their sophisticated interplay of shape and color. Despite their gray, almost marbled backdrop and severe angles they emanate a joy in color that reminds me in an odd and quieter way of Piet Mondrian's analytically impulsive "Broadway Boogie-Woogie."As Guenther suggests, Moje's art is formalist and self-referential.Yet even self-reference comes from somewhere outside. Moje says he's been influenced by the directness of Australian aboriginal art. And his sense of color comes from the outside in: "My first experience of color is from the sea, the Red Sea."In the end, he believes,an art and an artist are intertwined with their world. "As an artist I'm there, I'm a sponge," he says. "I transform what I see into my work. I am an artist living in my time." 
	Text4: Klaus Moje:Friday, May 30, 2008A RetrospectiveWhere: Portland Art Museum, 1111 S.W. Park Ave.Runs: Through Sept. 7Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays; 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Thursdays-Fridays; noon-5 p.m. Sundays. Closed Mondays.Tickets: $10 adults, $9 ages 55-up and students 18 and older with identification. Free for ages 17 and younger (14 and younger must be accompanied by an adult). Museum members free.Online: www.portlandartmuseum.orgSuccession: The Legacy of the Australian National University's Glass Workshop, CanberraWhere: Bullseye Gallery, 300 N.W. 13th Ave.Closes: Aug. 2Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesdays-Saturdays and by appointment (503-227-0222)Admission: FreeOnline: www.bullseyegallery.comForming FrontiersWhat: 38th annual international conference of the Glass Art SocietyWhere: In and around Portland, with related exhibits at about 40 galleries and other sitesWhen: June 19-21Online: www.glassart.org  


